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Coccia House is like
bagpipes: Ifyou like it
you 've been here too long.
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Students discuss the usefulness of Black
Main Lounge yesterday evening.
Allison Roger
Assistant News Editor
Last night in Babcock, UNITY
discussed the issue of the Black
Student Orientation Committee
(BSOC). Students present at the
discussion cited lunch-tabl- e con-
versations of the past weeks as
impetus for the idea of a campus-wid- e
debate. "What we are try-
ing to do here is facilitate a dis-
cussion as to whether or not the
BSOC should remain in existence
or not," explained Ravinder Rai
02. "By now everyone has heard
about it and seems to have some-
thing to say, one way or the
other."
The group emphasized that it is
not taking a stance in the discus-
sion but instead aimed to push the
issue to the forefront, "People
are talking about this amongst
themselves, but seem to be afraid
to lay it all out on the table, which
is exactly what needs to be done,"
Rai said.
Students present suggested that
"Second Stage," Two New
Works directed by Dale Shields
will be performed in Freedlander
and Shoolroy theatres at 8:15 to-
day and tomorrow.
The Underground will have
Happy Hour from 5-- 9 p.m. Friday.
SAB will show "Run Lola
Run" in Mateer Auditorium at
7:30 p.m. Friday.
question
. photo by Ben Spieloennek
Student Orientation in the Babcock
issues of contention with the
BSOC revolve around questions
of social divisions and isolation-
ism of the black student popula-
tion. Rai suggested that, because
black students arrive three days
earlier than other first-ye- ar stu-
dents, they form cliques and sepa-
rate themselves from other, non-minor- ity
students. Other students
voiced their agreement with the
idea that actions such as sitting at
the same table together in Lowry
are not conducive to integration-Davi- d
Reeves '02 said of his
orientation experience, "As a
white student going through ori-
entation, I felt that it was difficult
to approach black students be-
cause they all knew each other
already and kept to themselves."
Advocates of BSOC, on the
other hand, argued the program is
essential in preparing black stu-
dents for college life on a pre-
dominantly white campus. Jade
please see BSOC
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Jack Gallagher will
give a Composition Recital
in Gault Recital Hall at 7:30
p.m. on Friday. Don't miss this one!
Barbara Bailey Hutchison
will be at Mom's Truck Stop Fri-
day from 9-- 11 p.m.
SAB will show "The Sixth
Sense" in Mateer Auditorium af
8:30 p.m. Saturday. Admission is
WCWS hits the airwaves again
Naomi Kresge
News Editor
After two semesters of red tape
and RealAudio, College
Chief Engineer Herman
Gibbs called WCWS staff
this Tuesday at 4 p.m. with "We
word that the station is back
on the air. "The message was our
basically: OK, the shed is up
and we're ready to go. So,
put something on the air," said new
Station Manager Adrienne Moon
'01, the only staff member home at
the time to receive the news. "I ran
over and turned on the station right
away just to get something on the
air," Moon said.
Council addresses Greeks, funding
Ryan Dansak
Associate Editor
The co-preside- nts of Inter-Gree- k
Council (IGC) presented the views
of the Greek community about
Campus Council's proposed stan-
dard hikes for Greeks at Tuesday's
meeting.
Liz Enslen '01, co-presid- ent of
IGC, said there were mixed senti-
ments among Greeks concerning
Council's proposal to implement an
awardpenalty system for Greeks.
"There are a lot of Greeks who are
for the proposal. Others who aren't
for it don't understand the ratio-
nale," Enslen said. "They liked the
proposal but didn't understand the
punishment and awards," she
added.
After Enslen and Christian
Hunter 01, co-presid- ent of IGC,
summarized the Greek perspective
to Council, Jen Sorrells '02, Cam-
pus Council chair and chair of the
Greek ad hoc, said: "We would like
still a dollar.
Aradhna Singh and Aaron
Vasquez will show their Senior I.S.
projects on the Art Wall in Lowry
from April 30 to May 5.
The Mercury Brass will give
a recital Sunday night, at 7:30 p.m.
WCWS had been off the air since
a tornado destroyed its radio tower
at the beginning of this school year.
Original plans mandated the station
had heard no wordfrom the
administration and no word from
chief engineer,' King said.
move its transmitter to share tower
space with local station WQKT
Radio Wooster. This move was
slated to enable broadcasting by the
beginning of this semester.
However, when WCWS staff ar-
rived in Wooster after winter break.
to remove the committee from un-
der Campus Council and place it
under IGC. Since it's for them it
should be by them."
Sorrells proposed the change
with the stipulation that the com-
mittee keep the present member-
ship and add three IGC members
to the committee and one member
who is not Greek to replace Matt
Mahaffey '00 who is graduating.
Sorrells also proposed the commit-
tee set a completion date for the fi-
nal draft of the proposal for next
year.
Sorrells' comments prompted
This Week
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More response on monologues.
Letters and letters and letters . . .
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String Cheese Interview.
Pianist speaks to Features,
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Come watch them sparkle!
The Underground will
host Monday Sports Night
from 811 p.m.
Come to Scot Lanes for Manic
Monday from 4-- 6 p.m. and get half
off bowling, pool and ping-pon- g.
There will be departmental
recitals in Gault Recital Hall Tues-
day and next Thursday at 1 1 a.m.
they were told the station would not
be on the air "for various reasons thai
were unexplained to us," Moon said.
The station continued to broad-
cast via RealAudio. Moon
described the situation to the
Voice: "We're very relaxed.
Half the time we're on
RealAudio; half the time it's
not working. It's become
one of those situations
where ... people just don't
want to do their shows," she said.
The staff first learned two weeks
ago of plans to move the station
back from WQKT and build a new
please see WCWS,
page 2
Associate Dean of Students
Carolyn Buxton to ask. "Is Cam-
pus Council signing off and saying it
doesn't want a part in Greek issues?"
Director of Libraries Damon
Hickey said that letting IGC take
control of the committee would
"have all kinds of ramifications. I
would rather keep it under Campus
Council and add IGC members."
After further discussion, Buxton
inquired if there was going to be
an eventual goal to involve all cam
please see CC,
page 3
In the Voice:
Arts & Entertainment
Concert Review:
Third Eye Blind blows our minds,
page 8
Sports
Women's lacrosse takes two.
Woo and Kenyon in key conference battle,
page 12
After Hours Cafe will be in
the Underground from 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m. on Wednesday.
Also on Wednesday, Scot
Lanes will show "South Park"
from 10-10:-30 p.m.
--COM- PILfcD BY CUKIS BkI RAKKK,
Star- - Wurrm
News 2000W7 27
WCWS SGA, CC election redo results announced
continued from page 1
tower on the Orrville Road site
of the old one. Current Station
Manager Matt King '00 said, "Up
until that point we were under the
assumption that the FCC still hadn't
gotten back to us about anything.
We had heard no word from the
administration and no word from
our chief engineer. We were just
thinking that this permit was just
taking a while," he said.
According to Moon, WCWS
staff has since discovered that plans
for a new tower had been in the
works since the semester break.
"When we didn't know what was
going on and we were waiting, they
were building us a new tower," she
said.
Moon called the Tuesday an-
nouncement of station operation "a
little odd. It happened at a strange
time because it was in the middle
of the afternoon and we were not
told that this would happen," she
said. "We were only given a few
moments notice instead of a day or
two," she said.
The time since the announcement
of the new tower two weeks ago
had been spent in moving equip-
ment and rebuilding the shed hous-
ing the main electrical equipment
to run the transmitter.
Moon called the new tower "in
the long run ... a great advan-
tage." The new tower has been
built to the same size specifica-
tions as the old one, which had a
range of 1500 watts and was able
to project to southern Cleveland,
a broadcast range larger than that
of WQKT, which Moon said is
limited to Wooster itself.
Moon characterized staff re-
sponse as enthusiastic. As of yes-
terday, all shows were back on the
air. "We're back up and running,"
Moon said. "I hope that this excite-
ment that we're going to start up
again is going to continue through
the fall," she added.
"Everybody was really excited to
be back on the air," King said. He
called the next few weeks "sort of
a way to jump-sta- rt things for next
year. I think any exposure we can
give to the rest of the students, kids
who didn't even know we had a
radio station, people who were
thinking of getting involved with
the radio next year ... is great," he
said.
"We're back and as good as we
were before all this happened,"
King said. "We're just trying to ...
get back to rockin and rollin," he
said.
Tames Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
In what was dubbed SGA elec-
tions, take two, last Thursday's
elections went more smoothly than
the first go around on April 11.
Current SGA senator Erik
McLaughlin '01 cruised to an easy
victory in the Presidential race, de-
feating three other candidates.
McLaughlin received 151 of the
367 votes, easily defeating Jacob
Johnson '01, whd finished second
with 80 votes. Finishing third was
Courtney White '01 with 69 votes,
and John Zesiger '01 finished with
67 votes.
Making up the rest of the SGA
cabinet for the 2000-200- 1 school
year will be Ann Raymond '02,
as vice president of student af-
fairs; Everett Peachey '01 , as vice
president of academic affairs;
Christian Hunter '01 , as treasurer
and Elise Pilorget '01 as director
of publicity. Completing the
Cabinet were two write-i- n candi-
dates, Kendra HeTfelblower '03
and Marta Zaborowski '03 as di-
rector of student services and spe-
cial projects.
"It was not a very close race,"
McLaughlin said. "I think we were
hurt by having the second elections
a week later."
McLaughlin said he sees having
the new cabinet already having pre-
vious SGA experience as a added
bonus. "I think things will run a
lot smoother at the beginning of the
year because everyone has been on
SGA," McLaughlin said.
"We have a lot of power," the
president-ele- ct said. "We just don't
voice it enough. With the experi-
ence we have, I think we can get a
lot accomplished."
McLaughlin hopes to bring
soap to dorm bathrooms and ex
plore the possibility of putting
change machines in laundry
rooms. "We know where the
problems are, and I think if we
focus on the things we can actu-
ally change, we can get a lot
done," McLaughlin said.
While McLaughlin nearly
doubled up his closest competitor,
the race for VPSA was closely con-
tested. Raymond squeezed out a
victory over Ed Beck '02, winning
by four votes. Raymond tallied 148
to Beck's 144.
Raymond said, "I'm excited to
work with this new cabinet to bring
about positive change for the stu-
dents I'm representing."
The VPAA race was won by
Peachey, who is off-camp- us this
semester. He defeated Jaime Wolfe
'02 147 to 120.
In the race for treasurer, incum-
bent Christian Hunter '01 defeated
Rayanne Hawkins '01 by a 186 to
118 margin. Pilorget ran uncon-
tested, claiming 201 votes.
Heffelblower claimed the secretary
position with 31 votes, and
Zaborowski tallied 47 votes.
The results of the first election,
held on April 11, were thrown out
before the votes were counted be-
cause of an error in the voting pro-
cess. Outgoing SGA president Matt
Mahaffey '00 said, "There were zero
glitches this time."
Mahaffey said he has no prob-
lems turning the reins of SGA to
McLaughlin: "Erik has been in
SGA for a while, has been on
Campus Council and I'm confi-
dent he will do a good job next
year," Mahaffey said.
The three Campus Council
seats were won by Erin Kollar
'01, Andy Rockenstein '02 and
Daren Batke '02. There were
three open seats, and three
Admissions Counselor Senior Intern
2 positions available 10 hrs. per week
The intern will be trained to function within the Admissions Office as a
professional staff member. The Director of Admissions and the internship
coordinator will assign specific responsibilities. The staff upon comple-
tion of the internship will formally evaluate the intern.
Responsibilities include: Admissions interviews, local college fairs.tele-counselin- g
programs, campus visit programs, the applications process,
office hours ( 1 0 per week).
To apply send resume and a recommendation letter to:
Ric Martinez
Associate Director of Admissions
Office of Admissions, Galpin Hall
- fm ams.
1.
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The 2000-200- 1 SGA cabinet.
News Briefs
photo by Jamie Allardice
Director of Security Joe Kirk told SGA last night that there is an
ongoing investigation into a rape that is rumored to have occured on
campus the weekend of April 14-1- 6. However, Kirk said that Secu-
rity has: "no facts, no victim, no suspect. At this point, it is only
rumors. Everything we have heard is third person.
Corrections
The April 6 article "New curriculum sparks controversy" incor-
rectly attributed material in its second paragraph to a letter read by
Professor of French Carolyn Durham from the Committee on Reli-
gious Dimension of the Board of Trustees. What Durham read info
the record at that meeting was, in fact, a statement on behalf of the
Conference Committee. The material attributed in paragraph two of
the article to this statement was not a part of the statment Durham
read. The reporter erred. The Voice apologizes for any
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potentialfor
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in news-gatherin- g,
editing orprinting. The Voice staff strives to avoid such
mistakes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it
and promptly correct it. This space exists for that purpose.
To report errors or register a complaint, please call the Voice office at
ext. 2598 on-camp- us or (330-263-25- 98 off-camp-us or email us at
voicewooster.edu. .
Get Off Your Can
And Help Us
Collect Cans
April 28th - 2p.m. - 6p.m.
Come for 1,2,3 or all 4 HOURS
Interested?? Vou knotu you are!
Call WVN x2563 to SIGNUP
Thur:
continued from page 1
Davis '03 echoed the sentiments
of many black students when he
said, "Many of the black students,
such as myself, came from areas in
which different races didn't inter-
mingle. Wooster is such a differ-
ent world from that," he said.
Admissions Counselor Ryan
Allen, a representative from the
BSOC, added: "There is a comfort
level in being a member of the ma-
jority, whereas others can tend to feel
lost in the mix and the BSOC strives
to offer a sense of familiarity."
Although the debate focused on
the black student orientation com-
mittee, references to the Interna-
tional Student Orientation Commit-
tee were also made. However, there
are some differences in the two ori-
entations; for example, the ISOC
educates students on issues such as
foreign tax laws and immunizations.
"Some people are saying that these
committees revolve around culture,"
Reeves said. "But if this is true, then
why isn't there a committee for stu-
dents from the South?"
Jacob Johnson '01 said he be
lieves the idea of isolationism at
Wooster is an impossibility. "We
are such a small minority here that
there is no way to not interact with
others," he said.
Another false claim, in the opin-
ion of Kelly Bess '03, dealt with
inability to make improvements in
the situation. "This is about mak-
ing a conscious effort to integrate.
So say 'hi, not just once, but re-
peatedly," she said.
TO ALL STUDENTS
The ID you are currently using
is the same one you will use
next year. The College will --
not be reissuing new ED cards
to current students.
If your card is lost or damaged
you need to replace it before
you leave the campus. If you
currently have a temporary ID
please return it as soon as
possible to avoid a $10
charge.
Have a great summer!
News
Security investigates missing papers
Report cites disorderly conduct, sent to judicial system
Naomi Kresge
News Editor
According to a Security Report
filed Thursday at 4:15 p.m., an
unidentified perpetrators) removed
all the copies of the April 20 Voice,
which had been placed in the Lowry
lobby bin.
In a separate incident, College of
Wooster Director of Security
Joe Kirk observed two mem- -
them were able to read papers be-
cause they were all taken away on
Thursday." When questioned about
Kirk's estimate of the number of
papers taken, Lawver said the total
number may have been between 75
and 100 papers between the pair.
When asked about whether or not
he threw away the papers he was
carrying, Lawver said, "First of all.
Svilfliv "J king Voices to give to mymoving approximately 75 to . , ,Tloo newspapers each from fraternity brothers, Lawver said.
the Voice paper racks at
around 3:15 on Friday, April 21,
leaving the paper bins empty upon
their departure, he said. Kirk iden-
tified one of the students as Jeffrey
Lawver '01, and two other wit-
nesses identified the other as Will-
iam Schober '00.
Kirk told the Voice that the two
individuals "proceeded to walk
quickly away" after taking the pa-
pers. He said the individual he iden-
tified as Lawver threw his papers in
the trash can between Lowry Center
and the Physical Education Center.
Lawver told the Voice he re-
moved around 40 papers "for his
fraternity brothers because none of
BSOC
I did not throw away papers." He
said his companion threw the pa-
pers away. When asked why,
Lawver responded, "I guess we
took too many." He declined to
identify his companion.
Kirk said, "I called out to them,"
as he followed the students, "but
they ... continued quickly, going
north toward Bissman," he said.
Lawver told the Voice, "I never,
never heard him call out to me."
Kirk filed a security report on the
incident, citing disorderly conduct
and naming Lawver as the student
involved.
When questioned about the cita- -
tion, Lawver responded, "Why? I
was taking Voices to give to my
fraternity brothers." He said he was
unaware of the citation itself as well
as of the nature of the charges.
Schober declined comment.
The citation has been forwarded
to the Associate Dean of Students'
office. "It's going from there to the
Judicial System," Kirk said.
Security officer Dave
Kelly said the incidents
from Thursday and from
Friday are being handled
separately. "I don't know if
it's the same people or not,"
Kelly said. "We all have our own
opinions," he said.
Approximately 800 issues of the
Voice were placed on the racks af-
ter the initial copies were stolen.
After 325 subscriptions were dis-
tributed, three copies of the paper
remained. The missing newspapers
are valued at over $250 in printing
costs alone.
Campus
Council Budget
2000-200-1:
Campus Council operating
expenses $1,250
Judicial Board $500
Black Students' Association
$8,700
Club Sports Council $2,500
. Environmental Concerns of
Students $1,110
Hillel at Wooster $1,675 ,
Images Program $4,085
International Students' Asso-
ciation $2,570
Men of Harambee $5300
Newman Catholic Student
Association $1,500
Projecto Latino $1,543
Publications Committee
$16,415
Student Activities Board
$51,182
Student Government Asso
ciation $13,710
UJAMAA $3,305
Women's Resource Center
$1,495
WOODS (outdoor club) 2,500
Wooster Volunteer Network
$9,485
Total Campos Programming
Funds $128,825
Honoraria Funds $7,200
Total Budget $136,025
Quad Games
r
' 1111 T m f 1
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photo by Amkua Kays
Silliness andfun (in the sun) on the Quad yesterday after-
noon:
Greeks engage in some quad games yesterday afternoon as part of
the annual Greek Week festivities.
Greek Week activities this year include a still raging game of Assas-
sins, a Monday night euchre bash, Tuesday bowling and the tradition-
ally much-love- d Lip-Sy- nc competition, slated for this evening.
Council
continued from page 1
pus organizations. "Is there some
end point where all campus orga-
nizations are supposed to partake
in this or is it optional for every-
one? Amen."
The debate ended when Andy
Rockenstein 02 said: "I haven't
heard any convincing argument to
take this committee from under us.
I have heard convincing argument
to add IGC members."
In other Council news:
Assistant Treasurer John
Plummer brought the 2000-200-1
budget before Council for approval.
The budget passed unanimously.
Hickey brought six charters
before Council for approval. Coun- -
I
.
, I
cil passed the charters unani-
mously.
The Honorarium Committee
announced this year's winners of
the Campus Council Leadership
Award.
Council will turnover next week
as the new members of campus or-
ganizations will take their places as
the 2000-200- 1 Campus Council.
Seniors winning Campus Coun-
cil Leadership Awards:
Adrienne Ferraro, DJ Francis,
Kevin Godburn, Jennifer Hayman,
Carmen Hotvedt, Tonda Lee, Matt
Mahaffey, Shawn Marks, Ryan
Pedon, Kathrine Varney, Allen
Ward and Aleashia Washington.
Westminster Presbyterian Church
McGaw Chapel, East University St.
College of Wooster
In case you were wondering or
merely wandering, we're open.
Prois lacking professionalism
One of the features that Wooster boasts is a personal
relationship between students and faculty, especially
through Independent Study. And let's face it, it is nice to
be assured that your class is being taught by someone with
experience, and usually a Ph.D., instead of a teaching as
sistant As a whole, the faculty of Wooster is both acces
sible and impressive. ;
But we are tired of professors who consider students as a
second priority to whatever else they are working on, be it a
book, study or their plans for next year: When a student
misses numerous classes, they are penalized and risk failure.
When a professor misses numerous classes, they are al
lowed to schedule make-u- p classes at their convenience,
even if that means 5 p.m. to 7 pjn. on a Friday night Ifa
student does not show up for a scheduled meeting, they
are viewed as disrespectful. If a professor does not show,
then they must have had something better to do, and it is
excusable.
All we ask is that you be there for us when we have a
question, return our phone calls and emails, and show up
for meetings. Respect is a two-wa- y street, and right now
we're heading for a collision.
Big hopesfor campus leaders
Sometimes the end is also the beginning.
With last week's election of the 2000-200- 1 SGA cabi-
net and next week's turnover of Campus Council to next
year's leadership, the governing organizations on campus
have the opportunity to use the waning days of this se-
mester as a springboard for next year. These groups are
essentially beginning anew, with a clean slate and an open
road in front of them.
Perhaps next year will finally be the year SGA manages to
successfully resolve at least one pertinent issue. Perhaps next
year will finally be the year Campus Council uses its consid-
erable power to effect positive changes for the student body.
Perhaps next year will finally be the year we at the Voice will
be able to unreservedly praise the actions of these bodies.
Perhaps we are naive in this hope but we wdl hope
nonetheless.
Let the honeymoon begin.
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Off-camp-us residents out ofcontrol
To the Editors:
The College of Wooster's Cata-
logue (1999-2000- ) states: "The
College of Wooster is a residential
college; therefore, it is expected
that students will reside on cam-
pus" (196), and "Returning stu-
dents (upperclass) must live in Col-
lege housing unless they are
granted off-camp-us living permis
sion by the Director of
Housing. Only junior
and senior students in
good academic and-socia- l
standing are eli-
gible to apply for off-camp- us
living" (197).
Since students re
therefore, have no signed contrac-
tual agreement to do so.)
To date, the College's neighbors
have contacted the College twenty-fou- r
times, either individually or
collectively. Despite the Dean's
earlier promise to the neighbors.
The College of Wooster has done
little, if anything, to uphold its own
policies regarding off-camp- us liv-
ing and has in no way helped to re- -
The three students who have lived off
campus without applying for and without
receiving permission have discovered
what is called a "loophole.' Loopholes
need to be closed not ignored ...
turned to campus last
autumn. City of Wooster residents
who live on the north side of the
College have endured the disrup-
tive behavior of four COW stu-
dents, who rent a house at 632 East
Wayne Avenue. On Sept. 5, 1999,
the Dean of Students Office first
became aware of the problems
caused by these students and their
"guests" loud music, broken
bottles in the street, littered beer
cups, profane language. Several
days after the disturbance, the
neighbors received a letter from the
College, which offered its assis-
tance to resolve the problems
caused by the students living in the
residence and stated that off-camp-us
student residents are respon-
sible to abide by the Code of So-
cial Responsibility, the same as are
students who reside on campus
(Scot 's Key's 58-78- ). Furthermore,
the Scot's Key
states that the Col- - j appears the administration views the problems
!nSSethnr brought to its attention only as minorto address the un- - , .,. J . ,
acceptable behav- - annoyances that will disappear in mid-Ma- y.
ior of off-camp- us
students. Dean of Students
Plusquellec and Associate Dean of
Students Buxton both stated that
when there is substantial evidence
of misbehavior or if a student fails
to abide by the signed contractual
agreement granting and governing
off --campus living, the College can
rescind the permission to live off
campus. (Curiously, three of the
student residents are listed in the
1999-200- 0 Directory as having
rooms on campus although the
property owner has identified them
as his tenants, and the students
themselves have acknowledged
they live in the house on East
Wayne. The College admits that
these three never even applied for
permission to live off --campus and,
solve the problems the neighbors
have reported. More than seven
months after the first complaints
were filed with Plusquellec, and
more than six months after Buxton
was informed about the Directory
listings, and now with only 1 12
weeks remaining in the term, noth-
ing has changed. The College's ad-
ministrators continue to avoid tak-
ing responsibility for a situation
they have contributed to by permit-
ting COW students, in general, to
live off campus and by ignoring the
fact that these students, in particu-
lar, have lived off campus both in
violation of the procedure required
to obtain off-camp- us permission
and in violation of the College's
Code of Responsibility.
The College has the responsibility
to enforce its policies, which appear
in the Catalogue and other publica--
tions. Students who are admitted and
register to attend the College of
Wooster have the opportunity to read
and understand these policies before
they accept the invitation to partici-
pate in a four-ye- ar course of study.
As is the case with any person liv-
ing in a community, students have
the responsibility to abide by the
College community's policies,
which they implicitly agree to when
they accept admission.
Without explanation and appar-
ently without considering the poten-
tial repercussions on the Wooster
community, the College amended its
long-standi- ng expectation that stu-
dents reside on campus. The Dean
of Students says the only require-
ment to gain off-camp- us permis- -
sion is that students must be "in
good academic and social stand-
ing" with the College. One would
hope that the rather narrow require-
ment would apply to at least 95
of the student body. If a student is
not succeeding academically, or if
a student is a troublemaker, that stu-
dent should not be here!
The three students who have
lived off campus without applying
for and without receiving
permission have discov-
ered what is called a
"loophole." Loopholes
need to be closed not
ignored once a govern-
ing authority becomes
aware of them.
However, it is clear,
when informed about inconsisten-
cies regarding actual place of resi-
dence and "loopholes," that the ad-
ministration cares more about col-
lecting dorm room rent, as opposed
to actually filling dorm rooms, than
it does about overseeing students,
being a good neighbor to the citi-
zens of Wooster, or honoring its re-
sponsibility to students' parents,
which, at minimum, is to know
where students actually live in the
event of an emergency.
It is also apparent, given the
administration's rather cavalier at-
titude when informed about prob-
lems arising from students living in
a residential neighborhood, that the
College assumes no responsibility
for the conduct of its students, in
spite of the policies stated in the
Code of Social Responsibility that
apply to off-camp-us students.
It appears the
administration
views the prob-
lems brought to its
attention only as
minor annoyances
that will disappear in mid-Ma- y.
The neighbors who live year-roun- d
on East Wayne Avenue believe we
have a right to live in our homes with
out being awakened at night by loud
music, students screaming obsceni-
ties, slammed car doors and squeal-
ing tires. We believe we should not
have to pick up litter from our street
and yards or rinse urine from our
bushes and walks.
The neighbors have trusted the
College to honor its stated policies
and to keep its word. Our trust has
been violated.
Next year it will not be so!
Barbara Hustwit
Writing Center Consultant
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We agree with the first line ofAmir
Beg's editorial which appeared in
k 1 1
fiiiAKClAt. AtCOWNTi
3 wven'r even gtej t tw all
ten e$Tf.t mo x me
ebrated for helping a woman dis-
cover and love her vagina. More-
over, The Vagina Monologues does
not advocate rape. Again, Mr. Beg
is very correct in saying that rape
in any form is not acceptable. Yet,
the line which Mr. Beg sites, which
reads "I say, if it was rape, it was a
good rape then ..." was again taken
out of context and was cut from our
show because we didn't want
people to misinterpret or be of--
the Voice last week: "College is outJ( imporUmt to point
supposed to be an institution of . . . r .
higher learning where students are Something that Amir ifeg
free to pursue their own creativity missed, (perhaps because he
and personal interests." We also didn't See the show) which is
believe that this slatement holds doesf affirming WOmetl" "true even when students pursuits "JJ 7
of creativity and personal interests not equate denigrating men.
do not fit within an ignorant and
or conservative point of view.
It is important to point out some-
thing that Amir Beg missed, (per-
haps because he didn't see the
show) which is that affirming
women does not equate denigrat-
ing men. Several of Mr. Beg's
points misrepresent Ensler's show
and what we were attempting to
accomplish by performing it. The
man Mr. Beg says is "mocked be-
cause, he wasn't even an alco-
holic," was taken out of context of
a line listing a multitude of charac-
teristics including "funny or articu-
late or mysterious," in a monologue
in which the male was actually eel-- is
fended by it. Also, Ensler's show
does not praise or glorify any par-
ticular subject other than women
and the acceptance of the existance
and beauty of vaginas. For Mr. Beg
to throw vaginas, masturbation, les-
bianism, sado-masochis- m and
statutory rape into one sentence,
implying that all of these things are
evil, is sad and ignorant. Finally,
for Mr. Beg to say that the 'language
and conveyed messages were both
crude, embarrasing, and disturbing,"
is yet one more display of his igno
rance. Vagina is a medical term for
a part of a women's body and if that
Viewpoints
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Women of Monologues speak
To the Editors:
Recently, 15 women on this cam-
pus performed a staged reading of
Eve Ensler's The Vagina Mono-
logues. Through this performance,
based on interviews Ensler con-
ducted with over 200 women, we
raised awareness, we celebrated
ourselves and we celebrated
women everywhere.
for you. Yes, some of the material
in Ensler's show is upsetting: hor-
rible things are happening to
women and their vaginas everyday
in Xhe form of rape, molestation,
mutilation and unacceptance of
women's sexuality.
Therefore, the Women's Theater
Collective would like to offer to put
on another production of The Vagina
Monologues, provide copies of the
script to anyone who is interested,
and even host a forum to discuss
implications and expectations of
what The Vagina Monologues
means. We hope that by making
Ensler's words available, mem-
bers of our community will be
able to come to their own conclu
sions about the show, rather than
making assumptions and
plagarizing another's ignorant
thoughts, such as Amir Beg did.
The Women's Theater Collective
.Erin Riley Kollar '01
Jana Genzen '00
Gwen Gemmell
Emily Welty '00
Katie McKee '03
Sarah Hans '03
Anne Medlock '03
Tonda Lee '00
Amelia Lorenz '01
Liliona Quarmyne '01
Megan Hancock '03
Cheryl Farney '00
embarrasing, then we are sorry Kristen Demoline '99
Pastor's prejudice
To the Editors:
I attended the Westminster Church
service held in McGaw Chapel for
the first time on Easter Sunday. Al-
though the sermon was all right, it
was the experience I faced when
leaving the chapel that upset me the
most While proceeding through
the double doors out into the foyer
area, the pastor was greeting people
as they exited and headed home.
Shaking hands and telling every-
one, "Happy Easter," he looked
very content and joyful. Exiting
directly in front of me were two
homosexual men who slightly re-
sembled each other. The first words
out of the pastor's mouth were, "Let
me guess, you're brothers."
When the men flashed their
nametags, which contained differ-
ent last names, the pastor looked
mystified. Still staring them down,
the polite men responded, "No,
we're partners." The pastor looked
at them in complete shock. The
look on his face said, "Who gives
these men the right to come to MY
church?" Obviously feeling out of
place, the couple quickly walked
away. I am almost positive these
men will not return to Westminster
after this extremely uncomfortable
5
expenence.
These men did not have to define
their relationship when they intended
to come to church to worship a higher
being. A cringe rolled through my
body as I was the next in line to shake
this intolerant man's hand. Person-
ally, I would have liked to walk right
past the ignorant man without shak-
ing his sweaty hand, to show my dis-
gust towards the way the pastor
treated those men. Following behind
me was one of my girl friends.
Surely this man could not have
asked if we were "sisters" just be-
cause we are the same height.
Clearly, the pastor knew that those
men were homosexuals, he just
wanted to make them feel inferior
when his intolerance made him in-
ferior to the homosexual men. The
pastor had absolutely no right to
question two men who decided to
attend his service on Easter Sunday.
I left the presence of McGaw
deeply saddened for the future of or-
ganized religion. To me, this behav-
ior seems to be the problem with or-
ganized religion in our society. Such
intolerance, unacceptability and
close-mind- ed behavior have no place
in our culture.
Leslie Hahn '03
Liberation offemininity
To the Editor
"Inappropriate, disturbing and
embarrassing." These are the adjec-
tives Amir S. Beg '03 ascribes to
Eve Ensler's "The Vagina Mono-
logues." Never mind that Mr. Beg
did not bother to attend the perfor-
mance here at The College of
Wooster. His comments and cri-
tique reflect his reading of the
script, but not his attendance last
Sunday night. The text to which he
objects was omitted from Sunday's
performance. The directors of
Wooster's performance did not
wish to include this material, as
they too found it inappropriate for
our audience.
Beg's absence aside, I would like
to take issue with his critique.
Ensler's point is that vaginas are
labeled as inappropriate, disturbing
(foreign, even) and embarrassing to
those who wish to speak about this
very female part. Beg's reaction is
an understandable one, and one
Ensler hopes to reveal and over-
come with her play: to one raised
in a patriarchal culture, vaginas in
any context outside their sexual
usage (and even there it gets a bit
shaky) are inappropriate, dirty,
even "crude" as Beg describes
them. Ensler has done her job. Art
is supposed to redefine and to in-
terpret the limits of our societal
mindset.
Beg claims that the monologues
"desensitize" men and women and
calls into question "some of the
moral values we uphold in society."
Again, that's the point. Ensler
notes that our society clings to a
rigid set of morals which prevents
us from even saying the word "va-
gina." Along with our fear of say-
ing "vagina" comes a whole slew
of rigid social mores, such as the
discomfort with discussing genital
health, masturbation or homosexu-
ality.
Elie Wiesel once wrote: "Free-
dom is a luxury of self-disciplin- e."
Such self-discipli- ne implies that a
certain responsbility must be exer-
cised in order to maintain freedom
of thought. Let us not be bound by
the chains of ignorance, but rather
upheld by the freedom of
Cheryl Farney '00
Features
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VvLxa and the President: students voice concerns
Woosterprides itself on maintaining active student-facult- y dialogue, Hales exemplifies it
President Stan Hales spoke with students
Timothy Hagen
Staff Writer
Where would you rather be on a
beautiful spring afternoon out-
side, or inside a residence hall? Al-
though many students chose the
former, evident from the softball
intramural games unfolding upon "
the quad, many students chose the I
latter as they munched on pizza the fact that he President
and conversed with President Unlov 7 wnv willina tn
Stan Hales in Douglass' formal
lounge. i
While President Hales and all
other attendees ate dinner cour-
tesy of Papa John's, questions
were posed by a multitude of curi-
ous and at times critical students.
The questions probed a variety of
topics which included the remod-
eling of the Lowry basement and
the architectural ambiguity
known as McGaw Chapel.
The informal format of the
"get-togethe- r" allowed for a free
exchange of ideas, concerns and
opinions, a setting which provided
a relaxed comfort often absent from
more formal affairs.
Certain issues received more at-
tention than others, however; one
issue concerned Wooster's aca-
demic curriculum. President Hales,
when asked about possible curricu-
lum changes, responded that they
are "still under discussion." He
mentioned that "It's possible the
new requirements would be identi--
Monday in the Douglass Formal Lounge.
cal to the current ones." Most likely,
though, the changes will be mini-
mal, in which one could "see the
parallels" between the old and new
formats.
Some of the curriculum propos-
als include: a first-ye- ar writing in-
tensive course in addition to first- -
was very appreciative of
MM J WW ww mrwmrww W V
listen to students and talk
with them about their ideas
and desires," Bowen said.
year seminar, a cultural awareness
course and a quantitative studiese-quiremen- t.
These additional
courses are" being considered pri-
marily due to their applicability to
photo by Amelia Kays
Wooster's concept of independent
learning.
The foreign language and reli-
gion requirement, as of now, will
likely remain the same. However,
these proposals are simply tenta-
tive, not definite. Regardless of
the specific changes, though,
" Hales stressed that the overall
decisions will be "based solidly
on a liberal arts education."
Other students voiced concerns
regarding the difficulties of over-
loading courses. They cited that
Wooster emphasizes independent
learning. Then why is the school
- not more willing to allow stu-
dents to occasionally take an ex-
tra course?
This flexibility could allow stu-
dents to fulfill academic require-
ments more easily; some students
You too can write for
The Wooster Voice
Email voiceacs.wooster.edu
Call extension 2598
desire to take more courses simply
for the "love of learning."
Alex Reed, '01, proposed that
students "learning experiences"
also be an opportunity to discover
concepts and disciplines with
which they disagree and struggle.
Reed desired that more "freedom
be given to the individual ... but
students must also be respon-
sible." Reed concluded "Some-
times you can learn without do-
ing well."
Hales and students further dis-
cussed issues, either briefly or thor-
oughly, concerning the Senior In-
dependent Study grading scale,
scholarships based upon academic
performance and Wooster's first-ye- ar
retention rate.
Hales said that Wooster's reten-
tion rate, year to year, "is fairly
normal as compared to other lib-
eral arts colleges of similar size."
Nevertheless, these issues con-
cern both students and faculty.
Aaron Bowen '01 said he was.
Teddi Suknel, Jeannette
! 15 off
and
! 25 off
,
"very appreciative of the fact that
he President Hales was willing to
... listen to students and talk with
them about their ideas and de-
sires." Bowen added, "I look for-
ward to his implementation of the
ideas we discussed."
Amid the occasional shouts and
laughter from those playing softball
on the quad, this informal dinner
conversation was a welcome re-
minder of Wooster's commitment
to providing an "intimate" aca-
demic environment, shared by
both faculty and students.
Have you met a
CELEBRITY? If SO,
send us your
story!
Email:
V(XCXACS.WX)SmLEDU
I1
Shoup and Joy Bishop '01
Shipping
Boxes
MAIL BOXES ETC.
3983 Burbank Rd. Located in the Wal-Ma- rt Plaza
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And it was forever known as "The Incident"
Wooster student talks one-on-o- ne with Kyle Hollingsworth, String Cheese Incident pianist
Ben Duval
Staff Writer
The String Cheese Incident per-
formed in McGaw Chapel on April
1 3, a show that was played entirely
on acoustic instruments, and the
only such show like this on their
entire spring tour. This was my
second "Incident" and proved to be
even more spectacular than the
first. With their wide variety of
musical influences being bran-
dished with as much flair on acous-
tic instruments as electric (I wasn't
aware that funk could be played on
a mandolin). Cheese gave those
who attended their money's worth
many times over.
I was fortunate enough to inter-
view pianist Kyle Hollingsworth
(posing under the guise of a Voice
reporter is more advantageous than
one would imagine), and therefore
I will give some of the details from
talking with him instead of a review
of the show.
BD: How did you come up with
'69-'7- 0: Wooster 's castle of learning is crumbling
To the Editor
In the fall I was happy to hear
rumblings about how "Hell
Week" would become "Help
Week." Having been on campus,
by chance, on the weekend of
April 3--4, 1 was extremely dis-
turbed to learn that not only was
"Help Week" a figment of one's
imagination, but the activities of
the day remained virtually un-
changed. The rejection of the 2.0
average rule not only shows bad
thinking but bad faith on he part
of the sections. 5 -
It is with some misgivings that
I make the following observa-
tion. Sections seem to be useful
mainly to the freshman and
sophomore members, and be-
yond the sophomore level, the
main support for section activi-
ties, outside of athletics, comes
from upperclassmen who are still
social freshmen and sopho-
mores. This generality cannot be
condemned by exceptions, be-
cause, by definition, they exist
With this in mind, it would
seem to be extremely advanta-
geous for the section hierarchies
the name String Cheese Incident?
KH: I am not legally supposed
to say anything: I could tell you but
then I would have to kill you. Just
kidding, actually the name comes
from the fact that we were origi-
nally the Blue String Cheese Band
(bluegrass, strings), cheese just
kind of got in there, and then "We Want OUT Concerts to be
someone thought up incident, perceived, as an interactive
which is how we want our con- - experience with the band
certs to be perceived, as an in-- r.
teractive experience with the an" UUuience,
band and audience. HolUngSWOrth Said.
BD: How long have you been
together as a band?
KH: About six years. Actually
six years next September.
BD: What music do you, as a
band, listen to on the road?
KH: On the road, almost any-
thing. We are all into Afro-Lati- n
type music, bluegrass and jazz.
Sometimes someone will throw in
Phish, it just depends on the mood
we are in.
BD: What do you (Kyle) listen
to when you are alone?
to pay attention to what many dis-
enchanted upperclass members
have to say about their organiza-
tion. Make the section a positive
contributor to campus and commu-
nity life. Give sections a reason for
existence. Sometimes they appear
to be nothing more than separate
upperclass dormitories with their ;
own dorm councils. " " ?.
The first step in lending mean-
ing to sections is a rethinking and
revamping of initiation procedures.
Sections can provide a really
memorable and distinctive part of
life at Woo, or they can be most
forgettable. '
Doug Linton
Crumbling castle
To the Editor
For the past two months I have
been upset over the institutional
processes of education here at the
COW, and the students' lack of con-
cern.
'
Wooster is a castle in the middle
of nowhere supported by your par-
ents who think mat they are invest
KH: I am really into jazz, I stud-
ied it in school. I dig the old Herbie
Hancock stuff, Wayne Shorter's
stuff. Chick Corea, any of the old
pianists. I also am a big Dead fan.
BD: Talk a little bit about play-
ing this summer with Phil Lesh
(bassist of the Grateful Dead)
KH: That was really fun. We
played mostly Dead tunes, but Phil
also learned two of our songs. I was
a Deadhead in some sense when I
was younger so that was a great
musical experience from that stand-
point.
BD: And you are all from Colo-
rado?
KH: We met because we were
all ski bums in Crested Butte, CO.
We just started jamming together,
ing their money in a safe Wooster.
A safe Wooster is one that shelters
its inhabitants from violence and
turmoil that might exist on any lib-
eral college campus. Then again,
there are schools like Wooster
which guise themselves as being
liberal, but in reality they are con-
servative. --
Wooster
-
is conservative in the
Or better yet, you say,
"I have got to study. "
You're acting just like
your "liberal" parents.
Just like they wantyou
to act.
sense that students are not allowed
an "adventure in education," but
more education through subjuga-
tion. Everyday it's the same old
bag: read a book, write a paper, stu-
dent notes and take an exam. I
don't particularly call that an ad-
venture. My idea of an adventure
is adding active student participa-
tion in simulated presentations of
topic material, and orally present-
ing reports and lectures by stu-- '
dents to the class. This also in
and eventually moved to Boulder.
BD: What response do you get
from the older bluegrass fans, es-
pecially when you play a festival
such as the Telluride Bluegrass Fes-
tival, or Merlfest, for example?
KH: Very good actually. The
younger crowd has helped bring
the older fans around. At first.
people were standing around like,
"This isn't bluegrass; this is some
electric crap" but once they really
started listening we won them
over. Our music is diverse
enough that almost anyone can
enjoy one of our shows.
BD: How do you feel about ra-
dio or other mass forms of getting
your music out?
KH: We really aren't going for
the radio thing right now. We are
really getting out through our
grassroots following. We're also a
little sketchy about radio because
we do not want a rush of fans that
aren't really fans, but just heard a
certain song on the radio or TV.
Those kind of fans really change
volves observing and participat-
ing in class activities at other
schools.
Participating in three or seven
day programs such as the Fractured
Society and the Environmental
Week are not going to do the trick,
because you will just return to your
same old bag of studying and tak-
ing exams while the whole world
is exploding with true life and ex-- I
periences which may make or break
this country. You cannot become
I
educated by reading books, study-- !
ing notes and taking exams if you
; do not actively participate in that
which you study. ...
It is unfortunate that the Estab-
lishment has skillfully built
Wooster on studying books alone.
This is how they suppress any
strong desires to get immediate
change. It is either this way or the
sending of you to some snail's pace
committee to look at the situation
"constructively." The fact of the
matter Is that they are so status quo
that they are afraid to innovate.
They think that they have a good
thing going for them so they are not
about to change it until other
schools have made the great step
the scene of concerts and we do not
want that. We love the following
we have now.
BD: That is interesting because
from the shows I go to, there seems
to be a large number of people who
are supporting the kind of music
you guys and other bands are do-
ing. Do you see yourselves play-
ing larger venues as a function of
this fan support?
KH: We would love to, but we
would want to make sure that we
can do it with a friendly crowd, and
not depend on a huge radio hit to
get us there. But it all takes time.
BD: How do feel about playing
a school like Wooster as opposed
to a bar or theater?
KH: We love places like this.
For some reason the crowed is
much more into it and we can in-
teract better with them than in some
smoke-fille- d bar.
For a tape of the entire inteniew
with Kyle Hollingsworth, email
duvalbd acs. wooster. edu.
forward. This change, of course,
occurs only when it has been
proven safe for Wooster.
The time has come for you to
rise up and begin to liberalize
Wooster. But will it happen?
Probably not. Why? Because
the majority of you are wrapped
up in your own preconceived
bags that tell you that you can-
not change anything establish-
ment oriented so why try. Or
better yet, you say, "I have got
to study." You're acting just like
your "liberal" parents. Just like
they want you to act What you
have got to do is challenge ev-
erything you be! ieve in, hear and
read. Do not take things for face
value.
If you continue to agree with
the present system of education
here, if you continue to believe
in what your parents have told
you, and if you continue you say,
"I have got to study," then the
stagnation of Wooster'i educa-
tion will continue.
Wooster, pacify and let it de-
cay or activate and change it
Raymond R. Day Jr.
8 Arts & Entertainment T2i(M)Qril27
Don't Blink or you'll miss Dave
Molly McKinney
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Summer break. Three months off
from school. Warm weather. And
concerts, concerts, concerts. Sum-
mer has proven to be perhaps the
most popular time for touring bands
thanks to the many outdoor venues
and stadiums across the country.
While it is not possible for The
Voice to provide a complete listing
of all of the concerts across the
country, we have included a few of
the major tours that provide a good
range of music. Most of the dates
listed are Ohio shows, but other
regions have been included. For a
complete list of tour dates, ticket
prices and venue information, log
on to www.ticketmaster.com:
Ohio Venues:
Blossom Music Center
Located in Cuyahoga Falls (NOT
Cleveland, as performers often mis-
takenly think). Blossom is an out-
door venue nestled amongst the
trees. The pavilion is entirely made
of wood, as are the bathrooms, and
staggered seating provides plenty
of visibility. The lawn is huge, and
because there aren't many pillars
blocking the view, it is possible to
see the stage from the lawn. Park
ing is good, but far away, so expect
a hike to the actual venue.
Polaris Amphitheater
Right off of 1-- 71 about 20 miles
north of Columbus, Polaris is also
an outdoor venue. The pavilion is
comfortable and boasts cup hold-
ers, which is a minor but helpful
feature. Although the lawn is
smaller than most, it still provides
a good view of the action. Parking
is good here too, arid not too far
away. They have a wide range of
food and beer, including
McDonalds and Skyline Chili.
Riverbend Music Center
Also off 1-- 71 and 15 minutes
from Cincinnati is Riverbend, lo-
cated on the banks of the Ohio
River. The pavilion is small, and
tickets are hard to get due to a popu-
lar subscribers series. Although
pillars block the view a little,
Riverbend and Skyline Chili pro-
vide "Chili-vision- ," two large
screens that allow those in back to
see what is happening on the stage.
The downside is.the parking, which
is often disorganized and can take
up to an hour to get out of the lot,
so bring something to do while you
wait.
Here are some tips to remember
as you make your way to one of
Dave Matthews Band
Dave Matthews kicks off his tour in Ohio this year
and will perform through September. Ticket prices
range from $30 to $45, depending on venue and loca-
tion.
Polaris - Columbus, OH : 619 and 620
DeerCreek. IN: 622, 623 and 624
Riverbend"- - Cincinnati, OH: 626 and 627,
Three Rivers Stadium - Pittsburgh, PA: 703
"
Giants Stadium, NJ : 711, 712 and 713
Mile High Stadium - Denver, CO: 725
Blossom - Cuyahoga Falls. OH: 822
Virginia Beach, VA: 831
Adanta. GA: 910 .
Kiss - The Farewell Tour
If you are a Kiss fan, this is your last chance to see
these legends. Tickets range from $35 to $80.
. Gund Arena -- Cleveland, OH: 505 and 506
University of Toledo, OH : 509
Rosemont.IL: 511 and 512
Polaris - Columbus, OH: 513 ;
Deer Creek, IN: 520 .
Riverbend - Cincinnati, OH: 522
. . Erie, PA: 619
E. Rutherford, NJ : 627 and 628
these events:
Please please PLEASE do not
make out during the show. We
don't care if it's your anniversary
or if you have recently been re-
united after years apart. People
go to concerts to listen to music
and see bands, not to see people
getting it on. If you want to spend
the night getting nookie, take the
$80 you would have spent on the
tickets and get yourselves a nice
hotel room.
Check the venue information
online to see what you can and can-
not bring to a concert. Some places
do not allow lawn chairs and oth-
ers put a restriction on blanket
sizes. The same goes for food and
beverages from home. And alcohol
is almost always prohibited. But
because most places provide plenty
of food and PLENTY of beer, they
want you to pay the outrageous
prices and usually don't let you
bring in your own.
Check the policy on cameras
and binoculars. Tip: If you feel that
you MUST take in a camera, duct
tape it to your stomach and wear a
loose shirt. Sounds ridiculous, but
it's worked for people in the past.
There is a system to standing
up and sitting down, especially if
you have pavilion seats. Here goes:
if everyone in front of you stands
up, and you want to see the stage,
Blink 182
This punk-po- p band likes to get naked ... and this is
your opportunity to join them. Blink 182 will perform
a good show for a reasonable price, with tickets be-
tween $23 and $25. . -
Austin, TX: 516
"
' Atlanta, GA: 521
Blossom - Cuyahoga Falls, OH: 604
Mellon Arena - Pittsburgh, PA: 607
Nutter Center - Dayton, OH: 608 f
MGM Grand Hotel - Las Vegas: 624
Jimmy Buffett
This man is unstoppable. With his very own fol-
lowing of Parrot Heads, Buffett performs sold-o-ut
shows in over 30 cities each year. Waste away in
Margaritaville with Jimmy Buffet. .Tickets range
from $25 to $80.
Camden, NJ: 610
Virginia Beach, VA: 6720
Adanta, GA: 71 3 and 715
Deer Creek, IN: 720
Polaris - Columbus, OH: 725
Riverbend - Cincinnati, OH :
817, 818 and 819
Mansfield, MA: 83 land 92 . -
p : ;
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Mercury Brass members Lisa Roberts '01, Jane Rackley '02, Shaun
Fontaine '01, Mike Vidmar '02 and Chris Redd '03.
Speaking of Concerts
If you don't want to wait until the summer to see a good concert,
then catch the Mercury Brass on Sunday night. Anew ensemble this
year, the Mercury Brass has performed both at local churches and on
the Scot Band Tour. The ensemble is comprised of Shaun Fontaine
'01 and Jane Rackley 02 on trumpet; Lisa Roberts '01 on horn; Mike ,
Vidmar '02 on trombone; and Chris Redd '03 on tuba. Advised by
Dr. Jack Gallagher, the ensemble will perform the music of various .
composers, including Bach and Mozart. Also on the program is "Tri-
umph," commissioned by the Mercury Brass and written by Ahren ,
Stock '00, and "Quintet in G" by music professor Dr. Peter Mowrey.
The concert is at 7:30 p.m. in Gault Recital Hall, and is free to alL
you have to stand up too. Do not
yell, do not throw anything and do
not try to find an usher, because
they can't (and won't) do anything
about it That's the way it goes.
Just deal with it.
If you have lawn seats and it's
rainingjust rainedgoing to rain,
take a garbage bag or tarp to put
under your blanket. Because most
shows are "rain or shine," chances
are a band won't cancel due to a
summer storm.
Almost every band performs an
encore. Dave Matthews sometimes
does two. So if they finish the set
and the lights don't come on,
you're guaranteed they're going to
come back out for more. But if the
lights do come on and they start to
play "get out of here" music, this
means the band is on the bus and
headed to their next stop. All of
the clapping and screaming in the
world isn't going to bring them out
again. Contrary to popular belief,
encores are planned, not just spon-
taneous acts. So when the lights
come on, save your voice and spare
those around you by picking up
your stuff and heading to the car.
Don't be obnoxious. You can
have a good time without being an
ass. That's all there is to say about
that one.
8:30 p.m.
Saturday
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A little something for
MOLIY McKlNNEY
Arts & Entertaimekt Editor
Where has the time gone? With
reading days and graduation swiftly
approaching, this will be the last
free weekend on campus for
Wooster students.
So gather up your friends and
take advantage of the many activ i-
ties both on and off campus:
Thursday
Wooster Percussion Ensemble
Performing in their last concert
of the year, the ensemble will be
joined by the Line of Gold and the
Marimba Ensemble.
7:30 p.m., Gault, Free!
Band
Certain Things
This campus rock and roll cover
band rolls into the Underground for
a performance tonight. The band,
composed of guitarists Marty
Beginning Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
Where the
Heart Is (PG-1- 3)
U-5- 71 (PG-13- )
Flinstones in
Viva Rock Vegas(PG)
Frequency (PG-13- )
Erin Brockovich (R)
Keeping the Faith (PG-1- 3)
Ready to Rumble (PG-1- 3)
Road to El Dorado (PG)
Rules of Engagement (R)
The Skulls (PG-1- 3)
Twenty-Eig- ht Days (PG-1- 3)
(1:25)4:30, 7:25, 10:10
(1:15)4:15, 7:00, 9:45
(12:15, 2:35)4:55, 7:15, 9:30
(1:20)4:40,7:30,10:15
(1:05)4:00, 6:55, 9:50
(1:10)4:05,7:05,9:55
6:50, 9:40
(12:10, 2:25) 4:35
(1:30)4:20, 7:10, 10:00
(12:05, 2:20) 4:50, 7:20, 10:20
(12:00, 2:15) 4:45, 7:35, 10:05
time, call 345-875- 5.
. ( ) Saturday and Sunday shows only
Sorry, no passes.
Coming Soon: Gladiator and I Dreamed of Africa
For complete listings any
Coppola '02 and Nick Chiorian
'01, drummer Ross May '02 and
lead singer Luke Lindberg "00
goes on stage at 8 p.m. The event
is sponsored by the History de-
partment.
8 p.m. to 1 1 p.m., The Under-
ground, $.50
Quartermaine's Terms
Dale Shields directs this play
about a college professor teaching
English as a second language that
places faculty, staff and students
together on the same stage.
The performance features
Alexander Cox '03, Richard
Figge, Shirley Huston-Findle- y,
Christopher Matsos '00, Peter
Havholm, Sarah Patton and Alan
Walworth. The show will run to-
night Friday and Saturday, and
tickets can be purchased at the
Lowry front desk.
8: 15 p.m., Shoolroy, $1
Entertainment
everyone
Friday
Lecture
"Steel and Real Estate:
Margaret Bourke-Whit- e and
Corporate Culture in Cleveland
1927-192- 9"
Guest curator Geraldine Wonjo
Kiefer 6f Kent State and Richard
Karberg will present a lecture on
the works of photographer Bourke-Whit- e.
The exhibit is currently lo-
cated in the Sussel and Morgan
Galleries in Ebert Art Center and
will run through June 5.
6 p.m., Ebert 223, Free!
Friday Film Series
"Run Lola Run"
This 1998 foreign film centers
around Lola as she attempts to de-
liver a large sum of money in a very
short amount of time.
7:30 p.m., Mateer, Free!
Spotlight Showcase
Barbara Bailey Hutchison
Chillin' in
Voice Staff
While most of Ohio was rocked
with storms last Thursday night,
Columbus was treated to an elec-
trifying performance of a different
kind. Tonic and Third Eye Blind
shared the stage of the Palace The-
ater in Columbus for three hours of
amazing music.
Tonic opened the show energeti-
cally, but played a little too long for
fans anxiously awaiting Third Eye
Blind. They communicated well
with the audience and gained re-
spect as the band explained the
meaning behind "If you could only
see."
After a quick set change. Third
Eye Blind took the stage, emerg-
ing one at a time. They opened with
"Graduate," an old favorite, per-
formed with energy by lead singer
Stephan Jenkins. The set list was a
mix of songs from their first album,
"Third Eye Blind," and their new
hit album "Blue." Old favorites
included "Narcolepsy" and
"Jumper," and the latest top 40 hit
"Never Let You Go" and the next
single "10 Days Late," both from
"Blue."
An off-Broadw- ay theatre, the
Palace proved an intimate venue for
the concert. Although it was hard c
to understand the words at times,
Jenkins commented, "I can hear ev
this weekend at Woo
Enjoy a relaxing evening of mu-
sic from this Grammy Award-winnin- g
singer and songwriter.
9 p.m. to 1 1 p.m.. Mom's. Free!
Saturday
Saturday Film Series
"The Sixth Sense"
Perhaps the most critically ac-
claimed movie of 1 999, "The Sixth
Sense" centers around a young boy
(child sensation Haley Joel
Osment) who communicates with
spirits and the disheartened child
psychologist who comes to his res-
cue.
8:30 p.m., Mateer, $1
Let's Dance!
"Night of Swing"
They've brought you swing
dance lessons all year, and now it's
time to show off what you've
learned. Let's Dance presents a
night of swing music performed by
the Wooster Jazz Band and the Tom
Columbus with 3eb
erything you are saying out there."
Adding to the intimacy, Jenkins
turned the theatre into "one giant
living room," and commanded the.
audience to introduce themselves to
a stranger near them. In this re-
laxed atmosphere, Jenkins then ap-
peared in one of the box seats and
performed "Losing a Whole Year,"
throwing confetti over the crowd at
the end.
Although they did not perform
their traditional encore, "God of
Wine," Jenkins performed the con
Fries Jazz Band. Lessons will be
given from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. and live
swing dancing begins at 9 p.m.
Everyone is welcome! For more
information contact Erik
McLaughlin at ext. 3137 or Dana
Schrum at ext. 42 1 3.
8 p.m. to 12 a.m.. Lowry
Ballroom. Free!
Sunday
"Woyzeck"
The German Theater Practicum
will perform Georg Buechner's
classic play about a soldier driven
mad by inhuman military discipline
and acute social deprivation.
8 p.m., Shoolroy Theatre. Free !
Concert
The Mercury Brass
This college quintet will play b th
traditional brass pieces as well as a
piece commissioned by the group.
7:30 p.m., Gault. Free!
troversial "Slow Motion." and the
band closed the show with "How's
It Going to Be."
With terrific stage presence and
high energy. Third Eye Blind is
perhaps the best show of the year.
The set added to their performance,
complete with glowing-eye- d drag-
ons and spinning holograms, appro-
priate for their "Dragons and As-
tronauts" tour. If you get a chance
to catch Third Eye Blind in concert,
don't pass it up. This is one band
that should not be missed.
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Wooster Sports Briefs Scots split thrilling twin bill
Baseball
Apr. 20: Wooster 10, Malone 9
j Apr. 22: Ohio Wesleyan 6, Wooster 3 (8 innings)
I Ohio Wesleyan 6, Wooster 2
I Apr. 26: Wooster 7, Denison 2
I Overall 28--6, 7-- 1 NCAC
! Softball
Apr. 25: Ohio Wesleyan 4, Wooster 3 (9 innings)
Wooster 5, Ohio Wesleyan 3
Overall 6-1-4, 2-- 8 NCAC
Women's Lacrosse
Apr. 22: Wooster 10, Canisius 4 .........
Apr. 26: Wooster 13, Kehyon 10
Overall 8-- 4, 4--2 NCAC
Men 's Lacrosse
Apr. 22: Wooster 18. Marietta 8
Apr. 25: Kenyon 17, Wooster 5
Overall 4--9, 2--6 NCAC
Mens Tennis
Apr. 25: Wooster 4, Case Western Reserve 3
Overall 9-1-0, 2--4 NCAC
Women's Tennis
Apr. 24:' Wooster 7, Otterbein 2
Apr. 26: ' Malone 7, Wooster 2
Overall 4-1-1, 2-- 6 NCAC
Golf
Apr. 21-2- 2: - Ohio Wesleyan Invitational
. 8th of 15 teams.
Track and Field
Apr. 22: All-Oh- io Championships
MEN: 8th of 18 teams
WOMEN: 11th of 16 teams
Todd Worly
Staff Writer
Once again, the Scot Softball
team showed they are capable of
playing league foes evenly. After
a heartbreaking 4-- 3 setback on
Tuesday to Ohio Wesleyan,
Wooster was able to rebound and
triumph 5-- 3 in the nightcap.
In the opener, Wooster struck
early, scoring two second-innin- g
runs by skillfully advancing base-runne- rs.
Wooster pitcher Anika Lehman
'03 started the game and held OWU
scoreless through four innings. But
the Battling Bishops rallied with
three runs in the top of the fifth,
knocking Lehman out of the game
after giving up three hits and three
walks in over four innings of work.
However, the Scots refused to go
away. In the bottom of the fifth,
Wooster tied the game on the strength
of a pair of doubles by Kerri Horst
'02 and Abby Petrullo '03.
The game remained tied at three
into the extra innings, when two
mistakes by the Scots would prove
costly. OWU's Nicole Rubeck led
off the ninth inning with a single
off Wooster relief pitcher Serena
Sword '03. With two outs, the
Scots made a pivotal error that re-
sulted in the game-winnin- g run for
the Bishops. In the bottom half of
the inning, the Scots had a chance to
stay in the game. However, a mis-communicat- ion
on the basepaths
thwarted Wooster's threat
First baseman Jill Miller '00 said
that the Scots "needed to execute
better offensively and convert hits
into runs."
Sword pitched the final five in-
nings, and despite allowing just two
hits, she was charged with the loss
after allowing the unearned run in
V '
I
photo by James Allardice
Scot pitcher Anika Lehman '03 shows off herform as she delivers a pitch in
one of Tuesday's games versus Ohio Wesleyan.
the ninth. At the plate, Wooster was
led by Horst and Petrullo, who both
went 2 for 5.
In the nightcap, Wooster showed
an uncanny ability to overcome
adversity and triumph in a close
game. "In the second game, we
kept our mental and physical inten-
sity, we didn't get down on our-
selves and our communication was
better," Miller said.
After OWU got an unearned run
in the opening frame, the Scots (6-1- 4,
2--8) exploded with a three-ru- n
third inning. Kate Joynt '01 led off
the inning with a triple and both Sa-
rah Moorhou.se '03 and I Himan fol- -
lowed with singles, and eventually
they were both driven in as well.
' With the Scots ahead 4--1 in the top
of the sixth, OWU (6-- 8, 2-- 8) staged
a rally of its own off starting pitcher
Sword, who started the second game.
However, Sword was able to thwart
the rally and maintain the Scots' lead
at 4-- 3, stranding a Bishop runner at
third base.
After an insurance run put
Wooster ahead by two in the bot-
tom of the sixth. Sword once again
pitched herself out of a jam, get-
ting the final out with the bases
loaded in the top of the seventh.
She went the distance for the Scots,
allowing just one earned run on
seven hits and two walks.
At the plate, Wooster was led by
Joynt and Moorhouse, who each
went 3 for 3, and Petrullo, who
went 2 for 3.
Men's lacrosse defeats Marietta, falls to Kenyon
Ann Raymond
Office Manager
The men's lacrosse team did
what every team strives to ac-
complish when it competes it
won its game at Marietta on Sat-
urday. .
Of course, it helps when your op-
ponent has yet to win a game, now
10 contests into the season.
More importantly, Wooster took
a close contest from the first two
periods of play and broke the game
open in the second half dominat-
ing the Pioneers.
At halftime the score stood at 8
5. After the break, though, the Scots
stepped up their intensity to score
five times in both the third and
fourth quarters while allowing
Marietta to net only three goals in
the two periods.
Wooster dominated the offensive
attack by taking 46 shots to
Kenyon's 19. The Scots also made
good on 75 percent of their extra
man opportunities producing three
of their 1 8 goals.
Anchoring the attack for Wooster
were the freshman and sophomore
members of the team.
Adam Price '02 topped all scor-
ers with six goals. Classmates Colin
Hartnett '03 and Ahren Olson '03
combined to tally six goals and four
assists in the 18- -8 win.
In goal for Wooster, John Park
'01 finished the game with a save
percentage of 65 percent by mak-
ing 15 stops.
While Wooster made easy work
of winless Marietta, battling the
nationally ranked Kenyon Lords
last Tuesday proved to be a bit more
of a challenge. Through the first
period of play, the Scots rivaled
Kenyon's intensity and their offen-
sive production by scoring two
goals to match the Lords two goals
of the period.
The second quarter saw more of
the same focus from the Scots re-
sulting in a narrow 53 halftime
lead for the Lords, ranked 11th in
the nation.
Kenyon picked up the pace after
halftime and outscored Wooster 5
2 in the third quarter, effectively
putting the game away at 10-- 5. The
final 15 minutes of play were
inconsequential as Wooster
failed to score while Kenyon
tallied seven goals to finish the
game at 175.
Scoring two goals apiece for the
Scots were Hartnett and Olson.
Kyle Plumly 02 rounded out
Wooster's offensive output by net-
ting one.
The Scots will look to rebound
from their last loss when they face
Colorado College at 4:30 p.m.
Sports
ThursVAfflM7 n
Tennis nets wins Track team prepares for NCAC meet
Men finish 8th of 18 teams, women place 11th of 17
bjl r- -
Neela Satyamurthy 'OS hits a forehand
Chris Powers
SPORTS.EorroR
The Wooster .tennis teams con-
tinued their push toward the con-
ference tournament this week.
The women played two matches
while the men's squad had just one.
The women traveled to Otterbein
Monday afternoon is a non-conferen- ce ;
affair. The Scots snapped a
four match losing streak by defeat"
ing Otterbein 7--2. ' ,
Yesterday, the Scots hosted
Malone in. another non-conferen- ce
contest. The Scots were un-
able to duplicate their previous
showing, dropping a 7-- 2 deci-
sion.
Kristin Walley '02 was the lone
1Mb
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Dance Party 9-1- 2 a.m.
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After Hours Cafe
photo by Amelia Kays
against Malone yesterday. .
singles victor, claiming a 6-- 3, 6-- 1
triumph. At No. 3 doubles, Sara
Olson '03 and Neela Satyamurthy
'03 were 8--5 victors.
The Scots now are looking for-
ward to the conference champion-
ships this weekend. ;
The men defeated Case West-
ern Reserve in their lone match of
the week. . . -
Victorious for the Scots in
singles were Rob Ogg 01 in the
first spot, Jake Sintich '02 at No.
2 and Clint Bailey '03 at No.5.
The Scots also claimed the
doubles point by winning two of-th-e
three matches. ;
y Wooster takes the court again
tonight versus perennial league
power Denison.
5--9 p.m.
9-1- 2 a.m.
Rachel Dawson
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's
and women's track and field
teams traveled to Ohio Wesleyan
on Saturday to compete in the All
Ohio Track and Field Invitational,
the final big meet before the
league championships.
The meet was open to
all Division III colleges
and universities in the Head
state. The men's team tied
for an eighth place finish
in a field of eighteen
teams with 37 points;
Ohio Wesleyan won with
113 points. IOn the women's side, the
setsScots scored 23 points and
placed eleventh of seven-
teen teams. Baldwin- -
Wallace won with 157
points.
A top three finish out of Ohio's
best Division III athletes is an im-
pressive showing and many mem-
bers of the men's team were up to
the challenge.
Marty Coppola '02 set the
mood when he finished second
place in the 3,000-met- er steeple-
chase in a new school record time
of 9:25.53.
Nick Chiorian '01 stepped up to
run the 1500-met- er run in 4:00.38
and earned Wooster a third place
finish.
. Shane Bartholomew 00
grabbed another third place fin
ish for the Scots in the discus with
a throw of 146' 5", which is a sea-
son best for him.
Tim Sir Louis '00 cleared 13'
6" in the pole vault to earn a third
place finish, which gave him a top
three finish for the third year in a
row.
Brendan Callahan '03 finished
Coach Dennis Rice
commented: "We had a few
athletes that were unable to
compete, but many strong
performances were displayed.
am pleased with how this
us up for the NCAC
Championships in two
weekends.
the 5,000-met- er run in 15:23.32 to
earn another third place finish for
Wooster.
The 1600-met- er relay of Ben
Behm '03, Brian Barnes '03,
Konah Duche '03 and John Kelly
'02 hit a season best time of 3:25.96
to earn sixth place in the meet.
In the women's competition,
Kerri Horst '02 and Lydia Kruse
'02 ran neck and neck to place
fourth and fifth in the 400-met- er
hurdles in times of 1:07.25 and
1:07.31 respectively.
In the 5,000-met- er run, Rachel
Dawson '01 ran 18:30.72 to earn
Tri GEM Ltd.
Mini Storage
IfH&ffi) em 1 1 rtiMWa mvmI; 1 1
Managed by Premier Real Estate Connection 345-422- 4
(3) Month Payment, (1) Month Free
second place and Beth Huffman '(X)
ran 19:17.93 to place eighth.
Heidi Buffington '00 ran her fast-
est time this season of 1:12 to
qualify for the NCAC Champion-
ships in the 400 intermediate
hurdles.
Off the track in the triple
jump pit, Justina Williams '01
earned fifth place with a
jump of 32' 11.25". Katie
Walker '01 threw 120' 6"
in the discus to earn an
eighth place finish.
Head coach Dennis Rice
was pleased with the ind-
ividual results and com-
mented: "We had a few ath-
letes that were unable to
compete, but many strong
performances were dis-
played. I am pleased with
how this sets us up for the
NCAC Championships in
two weekends."
On Friday the track team will be-
at home for one last meet before the
NCAC Championships.
On Saturday and Sunday.
Wooster will also host of the Multi-Eve- nt
Decathlon and Heptathlon,
which are the first events in the
NCAC Championships.
The Scots will have four athletes
competing, Bartholomew. Horst,
Williams and Walker.
Then, the rest of both the men's
and women's squads will com-
pete in the full-blow- n NCAC
Championships the following
weekend.
We onlyhave
one issue left,
but we still are
seeking writers
for next year.
ALL ARE
welcome. Call
the office at
x2598.
It's the coolest.
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Ohio Wesleyan knocks off Scots
Battling Bishops win both ends ofdoubleheader 6--3, 6--2
sx
photo by James Allardice
Third baseman Bryan Kinney '00 swings for a base hit during Wooster 's
doubleheader against Ohio Wesleyan last Saturday. The Scots dropped both
contests. 6-- 3 and 6-- 2.
Erica Barnhill
Managing Editor
It's been a roller coaster week for
Scot baseball. After coming back
to triumph over Malone last
Thursday, Wooster dropped both
games of a doubleheader to visit-
ing Wesleyan on Saturday, then
rounded out the week with a win
at Denison last night.
Thursday's game was a roller
coaster ride all in itself. The Scots
had five errors on the day, and both
teams combined for 26 hits in the
contest Through most of the game,
though, Malone had the better end
of the deal, cruising into the sev-
enth inning sitting on a comfortable
8-- 2 lead.
Then the bats woke up.
Ben Byo '01 narrowed the lead
immediately, belting a home run
(his sixth of the year) to lead off
the inning. Seven batters and two
outs later, Wooster had the bases
loaded for Shane Flinner '00, who
smashed a grand slam to tie the
4 I- -
game at eight.
The Scots went on to add two
more runs one of them another
Byo homer to squeak by with a
10-- 9 victory. Vince Franceschelli
'03 got the win on the mound for
the Scots, pitching a scoreless
eighth and striking out two in just
his second appearance in a Wooster
uniform.
The story on Saturday was a bit
different, though, as the Scots
were swept at home by Ohio
Wesleyan. The first game was an
extra-innin- g affair, with the teams
tied at three following the end of .
the seventh. ,
Wooster had battled back from an t
early 3-- 0 deficit on the strength of ;
a two-ru- n Byo homer in the fifth '
and an RBI by Brian Kemery '01
in the seventh to tie the game. But
the Bishops broke it open in the top
of the eighth, tacking on three to
grab the victory.- -
The second game featured good
pitching and sloppy defense, as the
Bishops erased an early Wooster
lead to take the victory.
Byo tagged the Wesleyan pitcher
early, smacking a two-ru-n single in
the first to give the Scots the ad-
vantage. But Wooster's three errors
in the fourth sparked a big inning
for the Bishops, who pushed six
runs across the plate before record-
ing their third out.
Matt Englander '02 went the
distance on the mound for the
Scots, pitching an excellent game
despite being tagged with the loss,
his first of the season. Englander
gave up only two earned runs,
walked two and struck out five in
the contest.
In yesterday's game against
Denison, the Scots took advantage
of eight Big Red errors to post a 7-- 2
victory. Wooster spread its runs
out over three innings, scoring two
in the first, four in the fourth and
one in the eighth.
The Scots pounded out 10 hits in
the win, including a double from
Nowicki. Jared Treadway '02
(who was 2 for 3 on the day)
boosted the offense with his run-
ning game, stealing three bases
and taking hrt total to 1 1 on the
campaign.
On the ? , Ben Maibach '00
went a) J seven innings for
Wooster. jiving up only three
hits and oo earned runs while
striking out five and walking
three.
The Scots' impressive team
numbers are holding up under
the season's ups and downs, as
well. Wooster still has three
starters Treadway, Daugherty
and Byo hitting above .400,
and three pitchers John
Werner '02, Nic Moga '02 and
Englander with ERAs under
2.00.
The roller coaster ride resumes
today when the Scots, now 28--6 (7-- 1
in the NCAC) play host to Mount
Vernon Nazarene College at Art
Murray Field at 4 p.m.
Women's LAX
sweeps thru week
Chris Powers
Sports Editor
The women's lacrosse team
took to the road this week" in an
attempt to extend their winning
spree. The Scots won two straight
the previous week and had to
travel to Buffalo, N.Y, to keep the
streak alive.
Wooster made the five-ho- ur bus
trip worthwhile, defeating
Canisius 10--4. Leading the charge
for the women was Megan
Kennedy '03, who scored four
goals.
The Scots jumped out to a quick
2-- 0 advantage after goals by Beth
Hemminger 03 and Maggie
Buckingham '00. Canisius re-
sponded to cut the lead in half, but
the Scots answered with goals by
Hemminger and Kennedy to make
it 4-- 1.
'., The teams traded goals to close
out the first half scoring and
Wooster took a 5-- 2 lead into the
break.
The Scots opened the second
half much like the first, scoring
twice. Kennedy and Katelyn
Connolly 01 hit the back of the
net before the Golden Griffins cut
the deficit to 7-- 4. It was all
Wooster after that, though, as
Buckingham scored her third and
Kennedy ended the scoring with
two more goals.
Defensively, Kim Christensen
'02 had a solid game in goal, reg-
istering 15 saves.
Tuesday, the Scots made a bit
shorter road trip, going to
Kenyon to face the Ladies in a
key NCAC matchup. This game
was crucial as the two. teams
were jockeying for position in
the upcoming conference tour
nament.
Wooster was up to the chal-
lenge, holding off the Ladies
13-1- 0 to secure the third seed
in the tournament.
Kennedy again was the cata-
lyst, scoring four of the team's
first five goals, including three
in a span of 1:30, to give the
Scots a 5-- 2 lead.
Kenyon, however, also recog-
nized the significance of the mo-
ment and clawed back to take an
8--7 lead.
The see-sa- w battle continued as
Buckingham and Hemminger hit
the back of the net to put Wooster
back in front Kenyon then an-
swered with a score to knot it at
nine. ,- - ..
That's when the Scots put the
game away with a four-go- al flour-
ish and held on for the final mar-
gin of 13-1-0. .
Kennedy finished with five
goals and one assist, Buckingham
had four goals and an assist and
Hemminger three goals and two
assists,
Buckingham still is the season
scoring leader, though. She has
compiled 53 points on 39 goals
and 14 assists. Hemminger is
close behind with 24 goals, 23
assists and 47 points. Kennedy is
next with 25 goals and assists for
a total of 34 points.
Other leading scorers are
Connolly with 25 points, Miriam
Esber '02 with 18, and Emily
White '02 and Jessica Critchlow
01 with 15 apiece.
With the victories, the Scots
improved their record to 8-- 4, in-
cluding a 4-- 2 mark in the con-
ference.
Wooster will conclude the
regular season on Saturday when
they face Wittenberg, a team
they beat 25-- 7 earlier this year.
. The Scots will open the
NCAC Tournament next Tues-
day against a team to be deter-
mined later.
Men's Lacrosse Softball Men's Tennis
'
'. Baseball Track and Field
Fri Colorado ColL 4:30p.m. (H) . Thurs. Oberlin (2) 3:30 p.m. (A) Thurs. Denison 3:30 p.m. (H) Thur. AA Vernon Nazarene 4 p.m. (A) Fri. John Carroll Invite (A)
s Mon. Kenyon (2) 3:30 p.m. (A) . Sat. Wittenberg (2) 1 p.m. (A) : SatJSun. NCAC Multi-Eve- nt (H)
Golf , Women's Lacrosse - l"0ei?Lpm-(-?r
FriJSaU John Carroll Invite (A) Women's TenniS Sat. Wittenberg I p.m. (A) ; , Pm- - W
- FrUSaL NCAC Championships (A) , Tues. NCAC Tournament TBA Wed. Kenyon 3:30 p.m. H)
